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In this thesis we use zonal velocity data at the “cloud layer,” the visible atmospheric 

surface of Jupiter, and temperature data at 10 constant pressure surfaces above the 

cloud layer to numerically integrate two versions of the thermal wind equation to 

determine the mean zonal (east-west) velocity (u) on Jupiter as a function of lat

itude (A) and pressure (p) in the region —60° <  A <  60°, 1 <  p <  1000 mbar. 

These calculations are performed in the context of the debate regarding the na

ture of Jupiter’s jets. We determined that our results are valid far from the equator 

(| A| >  30°) and suggest that the jets in this region are as deep as the geostrophic ap

proximation holds, and that near the equator the data is too noisy to quantitatively 

trust our results, let alone extrapolate below 1000 mbar. Nevertheless, our results 

at the equator are qualitatively consistent with observations of the quasiquadrennial 

oscillation in the upper stratosphere.
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Chapter 1 

Introduction

The east-west bands on Jupiter are easily recognizable and have been observed 

since Giovanni Cassini’s observations in the 1660s, roughly 50 years after Galileo’s 

discovery of Jupiter’s 4 largest moons. Through centuries of observations, the large 

scale structure of the bands and the Great Red Spot (GRS) have remained incredibly 

steady despite the highly turbulent nature of the flows. Scientists have long been 

able to observe Jupiter’s bands by eye due to the sharp contrast between the bands’ 

differing colors, but precision measurements of the latitudinal variation of the zonal 

(azimuthal) wind velocities were first made by the Voyager probes in the early 1980s.

Despite years of qualitative and quantitative observations, how the bands form 

and how deep they extend into the planet remains a topic of debate today. The 

debate is fueled by the use of simulations with different sets of approximations and 

assumptions, both physical and numerical. What started as a goal to perform our 

own simulations turned into a small set of calculations to assess more information
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about the atmosphere of Jupiter before jumping into simulations.

To lay the groundwork, we derive the thermal wind equations and discuss their 

validity on Jupiter in Section 2.2. Prom these equations, we discuss two leading 

theories on the nature of the jets in Section 2.3, one that says the jets are deep 

and the other that they are shallow. We also highlight observations of equatorial 

temperature and zonal wind oscillations high in the stratosphere, which resemble 

oscillations in Earth’s stratosphere, in Section 2.4.

Our contribution is to numerically integrate the thermal wind equations, ob

taining the zonal velocities in the troposphere and stratosphere of Jupiter. Our 

integration technique is formulated in Section 3.1, and we discuss our results in 

Section 3.2. Finally, we turn a critical eye towards our work and discuss how our 

results should, and should not, be interpreted in Section 3.3.
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Chapter 2 

Theoretical Background

In this chapter, we derive the thermal wind equation from the momentum equation 

for a continuous fluid and explain the leading theories on the nature of Jupiter’s 

zones and bands.

2.1 Coordinate System and Hydrodynamic Variables

Throughout this work, we use latitude-longitude (lat-lon) coordinates (r, A, (j>) corre

sponding to radial distance, latitude, and longitude, respectively, with unit vectors 

(f, A, 4>) and velocity field v  =  (w, v, u). At times, we also use Cartesian coordi

nates with the orientation dependent on the context. Flow variables are pressure p,
/  \  Cp

density p, temperature T, and potential temperature 6 =  T l ^ j  , where p0 is a 

reference pressure and Cp is the specific heat at constant pressure. We assume an 

an ideal gas, and thus our equation of state is the ideal gas law p =  pRT, where 

R =  Cp — Cy  is the specific gas constant.
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The momentum equation of motion in a rotating coordinate frame is

^  +  (v • V )v =  - 2 0  X v - ^  +  V H  iA72v , (2.1)ut p

where f t  is the planetary rotational angular frequency, $  is a potential by which 

conservative forces can be written, and v  is the kinematic viscosity. For the purposes 

of our work, V<3> =  g =  —gr, the effective gravitational acceleration.

2.2 Geostrophic Motion & Thermal Wind Equations

Let L be a characteristic horizontal length scale, i.e. a characteristic density variation 

scale, and U be a characteristic horizontal velocity scale. The advective time scale is 

thus r =  L/U. When considering large scale planetary flows, it is useful to compare 

the nonlinear terms to the Coriolis term in the momentum equation,

- i ______________   - ------=  Ro. ■ (2.2)
2f2 x  v  2QU sin A 2fiLsinA

This dimensionless scaling ratio is called the Rossby number, and the fluid is con

sidered “large scale” if Ro <  1. The smaller the Rossby number is, the more (less) 

the rotation (advection) influences the overall behavior of the flow. For Jupiter, 

U ~  100 ms-1, L ~  104 km, and 2fi ~  3.5 • 10~4 s_1, which gives Ro ~  0.03, so

1For reference, the bands on Jupiter have peak wind speeds from 50-150 ms 1 and have widths 
from 5-20 ■ 103 km. The Great Red Spot is ~  16,000 km in diameter. The angular frequency fl
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the Coriolis acceleration considerably dominates the motion.

Another comparison often made in large scale planetary flows is the ratio of 

the viscous term to the Coriolis term, a dimensionless number called the Ekman 

number:

"V2y ~  =  E. (2.3)
2fi X v  2n u  2QL2 v '

The kinematic viscosity is often on the order of 10-6 m2s_1, and thus for Jupiter 

E  ~  10—11; this suggests that, to a good approximation, the atmosphere is fric- 

tionless.

The geostrophic approximation is to take the limit as Ro —» 0 and E —» 0 and 

furthermore to assume that the vertical motion is much smaller than the horizontal 

motion, or, equivalently, that the aspect ratio of the flow is small. Dropping the 

nonlinear and viscous terms from (2.1),

—p2Q  x  v  — V p  +  p g =  0. (2.4)

is calculated from the sidereal period of Jupiter’s magnetosphere (referred to as the System III 
rotation period), which is 9.925 hr [14].
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Rearranging (2.4) and putting it in component form gives us

1 dx)
p(—2Qv sin A +  2Qw cos A) =    —  (2.5)

r cos A o<p

p2fhtsin A =  — (2.6) 
t oX
3p—p 2Qu cos A =  — — pg. (2.7)
or

The ratio of the second and first terms on the left hand side of (2.5) is 0 (w /v )  =  

0(H /L ),  where H  is the vertical scale height of the fluid, and thus the second term 

may be dropped under the assumption of small aspect ratio. Note that near the 

equator, this scaling does not work, but in that case, other terms we have already 

neglected must also be retained. We present an alternative thermal wind equation 

that is valid at the equator later in this section. In the absence of motion, i.e. in solid 

body rotation, the entire left hand side of each equation is zero, in which case the 

“static” pressure (ps) and density (pa) are functions of r only and are in hydrostatic 

balance:

dpa
dr ~  Pa9'
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Thus we can write the pressure and density in terms of static and dynamic parts:

P =  Ps(r)+p(r,  A, <f>)

P =  Ps(r) +

With this decomposition, the horizontal gradient Vjj? reduces to Vj_p, and the ratio 

of the right and left hand sides for (2.6) and (2.5) scale as

With this scaling for p  we turn to the ratio of the Coriolis acceleration and pressure 

gradient in (2.7),

Since the aspect ratio is small, the Coriolis acceleration in the vertical direction is

p = 0 ( P 2 Q U L ) .

small and may be neglected, and the dynamic parts of the pressure and density are
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also in hydrostatic balance. Our equations are now reduced to

(2.8) 

(2.9) 

(2.10)

The local normal component of the Coriolis acceleration is called the Coriolis param

eter and is denoted f  — 20. sin A for brevity. This set of equations is the geostrophic 

approximation to the full momentum equations, and the horizontal equations can 

be written succinctly as

Vj. — — f  X Vp. 
fP

Note that the geostrophic approximation does not say anything about the radial ve

locity aside from the assumption that is small relative to the horizontal velocities. 

To get the thermal wind equations, we make use of the chain rule relations:

p 2Q.v sin A = 1 dp 
r  cos A d<f>

1 dpp2fht sin A =  —  —  
r a A

dp
Wr =  ~ P9-

(Vp)p =  V p + - ( V r ) p 

dp
(Vp)p =  o =  Vp +  7^(V r)p.
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Taking the r derivative of the horizontal geostrophic equations,

dv±  1 dp ^
r X Vp +

dr f p 2 dr 

Using hydrostatic balance and the chain rule relations,

\  9 - „
7  f p r

d v ± pg dp (  Vp ,  „ 
dr f p 2d r r \ d p / d r )  P

=  - h T r f X ( V r ) ’ - f p t X '7P

w - ~ h f * < r r ) r

These are the thermal wind equations in their most basic forms. For an ideal gas

p =  pRT  =>■ (Vp)p =  0 =  (y p ) pBT  +  ('VT)pRp

^  (VP)P (V T)P 
P T

and thus

^  =  ( V T ) r . (2.11)

This is the form that inspired the title “thermal wind,” and the profoundly simple 

physics that it implies is that in rapidly rotating flows with small aspect ratio, 

the latitudinal (longitudinal) change in temperature entirely determines the vertical
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change in the longitudinal (latitudinal) wind speeds.

We have already stated that the scaling arguments presented do not apply at 

the equator, but in addition, we note that (2.11) is not valid at the equator because 

I f f  =  1 /  (2Q sin A) —► oo as A —► 0. However, a thermal wind equation for the 

longitudinal winds applicable near the equator has been derived in Marcus et. al [9], 

and we refer to this equation as the equatorial thermal wind equation (EQTWE),

d u _  g 1 /  d2T \  
dr fo roT ydX 2) ^

where f 0 =  20. and ro is the radius of Jupiter at which the EQTWE is applied. 

The conditions under which the EQTWE holds are almost identical to those for the 

regular thermal wind equation; the important difference is that the modified Rossby 

number, which must be small for the EQTWE to hold, is Ro =  UJ(foL) and does 

not depend on 1/ sin A.

2.3 Deep or Shallow Jets?

How deep the zonal winds penetrate Jupiter is a topic of discussion to this day. 

Some claim that the jets penetrate deep into the atmosphere as a consequence of 

the Taylor-Proudman theorem [2]; others suggest that the jets are a consequence 

of shallow water dynamics and an inverse cascade of energy from small to large 

scales [8, 7].
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2.3.1 Deep Jets and the Tangent Cylinder

The Taylor^Proudman theorem takes the geostrophic balance one step further by 

assuming that the flow is barotropic; that is, that the density can be written as a 

function of pressure only: p =  p(p). This theorem is simple enough to derive by 

working in a coordinate frame with f2 along the z  axis and taking the curl of (2.4),

V  X (20  x  v) -  V  X Q v p j  +  V  X (Vfc) =  0. (2.12)

The third term in (2.12) is identically zero, and the second term is

—V  X f - V p ) =  — - V  X V p +  -4 v p  X Vp.\ p  J p p2 (2.13)

Both of the terms in (2.13) are zero, the last one because Vp is in the same direction 

as Vp if p =  p{jp). Finally, because O is a constant, the velocity term is

v  x  (2n x  v) =  2 f i ( v  -,v) -  2 (n  • v ) v  +  2(V ■ v ) n  -  2 v (v  n )  

=  2f2(V ■ v) — 2(n  ■ V )v +  0 — 0.
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Thus geostrophic and barotropic motion leads to

>dvx „2 f i - ^ x  +  
dz

dvx

az \ a x  ay J

=  o, £ k  =  o, ( £  +  £ ) = a
az \ a x  ay Jdz

If the fluid is approximately incompressible, then

V .v  =  0 = ^  +  ^  +  ^  
ox ay az

Thus the fluid cannot vary in the z —direction, i.e. in the f i—direction, essentially 

reducing the flow to 2 dimensions. This has strange consequences, including that 

a solid object will project itself in the z —direction and the flow will move around 

the projection (called a Taylor column). This theorem was theoretically derived by 

Joseph Proudman [11], and Taylor columns were first demonstrated in a laboratory 

setting by Geoffrey Ingram Taylor [12].

If the Taylor-Proudman theorem holds on Jupiter, then the flow occurs in cylin

ders, and the zones we see axe the intersection of the cylinders with the spherical 

surface. The metallic hydrogen core of Jupiter is theorized to create a Taylor col

umn, called the tangent cylinder, inside of which zones cannot form, which would 

explain the lack of zones near the poles [2].
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2.3.2 Shallow Jets and the Inverse Cascade

Another theory that attempts to describe the formation and size of the jets also 

approximates the flow as being 2 dimensional, this time with the radial direction 

suppressed. Under this model, the jets axe shallow and driven by convection. Simu

lations model the deep convection by forcing the simulated domain with small scale 

vortices; under appropriate conditions, these vortices merge into larger and larger 

vortices, eventually forming large scale eddies or zonal flows. This “inverse cascade” 

of energy from small to large scales is eventually stopped by large scale dissipation, 

and the result is (again, under appropriate conditions) statistically steady zonal 

flows [8].

The question then is: what is the length scale at which the inverse cascade stops? 

This length scale would roughly determine the widths of the jets. One scaling [7] 

suggests that the jets are on the order of 2ixL r , where L r  is the Rossby deformation 

radius and is a measure of the size at which rotational effects become as important 

as buoyancy. It is defined by

Lr =  (2.14)

where H  is the pressure scale height (approximately 30 km on Jupiter [14]) and N  

is the Brunt-Vaisala frequency, the frequency at which a displaced parcel of fluid
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will oscillate in a stratified, statistically stable atmosphere, and is defined by

~  6 dr

If N  is taken to be a constant in the atmosphere, then Lr oc |sin A|_1. A least squares 

fit to zone width vs. qualitatively supports the relation between zone width 

and Lr, as can be seen in Figure (2.1), with C  =  6970 km. If the zone widths are 

approximately 2irLR, then the fit parameter C  =  2 7 t^  = >  =  13 mHz =  N.

Measurements of Jupiter’s GRS at |A| =  23° estimate LR{23°) =  2000 to 2200 km, 

which gives another calculation of N  =  )^08m(23 ~  9.2 to 10.1 mHz, which is

the same order of magnitude as the least squares calculation.

These are somewhat rough scaling relations and calculations, but at the least 

they do not discredit the model of shallow jets generated by deep convection and 

an inverse cascade.

2.4 Quasiquadrennial Oscillation

We are concerned with and have explored theories about the extent of the jets below 

the cloud layer, but the content of this thesis has to do with what happens to the 

jets above the cloud layer, with the hope that our findings give insight into what 

happens below. The study of what happens above the cloud layer is not entirely 

without precedent; here, we discuss a relevant phenomenon called the quasiquadren-
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Figure 2.1: Least squares fit of zone width vs. latitude with the function j^x[- The 
fit parameter C  =  6970.

nial oscillation (QQO), which has been observed since 1980 [10, 5].

The QQO is the oscillation of the temperature at the equator in the stratosphere 

of Jupiter and is named as such because of its similarity to the Earth’s semiannual 

and quasibiennial oscillations. Over a period of roughly 4-5 years, the temperature 

at the equator flips from being a local maxima to a local minima and back again; 

on Earth, this is observed to be associated with an oscillation in the wind shear 

from eastward to westward and back. On both Earth and Jupiter, the thermal 

wind equation is invoked as the relation between the temperature and wind shear 

oscillations, but the equation has not been numerically integrated to obtain the wind 

speeds in any previous studies of this phenomenon on Jupiter. It is important to 

note that the oscillations are confined to the equator, as can be seen in Figure (2.2).
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Latitude

Figure 2.2: Temperature profiles from Figure 1 in Leovy, Friedson, &; Orton [5]. 
These are attributed to pressures of 20 and 10 mbar for the upper and lower graphs, 
respectively.
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Chapter 3 

Methods and Results

The visible storms on Jupiter occur in what is often called the “cloud layer,” a 

region generally accepted to have a pressure of ~  1 bar. The Galileo probe is the 

only instrument to directly measure properties of the atmosphere below the cloud 

layer and has measured wind speeds as a function of pressure down to ~  22 bars at 

its point of entry, approximately 7.3°N planetographic latitude [1]. This snapshot 

is helpful but limited, especially as the entry site was a “hot spot,” a type of region 

with relatively few clouds whose dynamics axe, as of yet, poorly understood. Though 

the hot spots are interesting in their own right, there is skepticism that measured 

properties in these regions can be extrapolated.

There have been plenty of cloud tracking measurements producing longitudinally 

averaged velocity vs. latitude profiles at the cloud level [6, 4, 13]. We use the average 

mean zonal flow data calculated from Hubble Space Telescope (HST) images from 

1995-1998 by Garcfa-Melendo and Sanchez-Lavega [4] for our baseline velocities.
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(a) Temperature at 1 mbar (e) Temperature at 100 mbar
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Figure 3.1: Temperature profiles from Figure 14 in Fletcher et. al [3]. Red triangles 
are from the CIRS instrument and black circles are from TEXES.
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Leigh Fletcher et. al have produced longitudinally averaged temperature vs. lat

itude profiles of Jupiter at 10 pressure heights from 500 mbar to 1 mbar (shown in 

Figure (3.1)) by processing infrared data from the ground-based Texas Echelon Cross 

Echelle Spectrograph (TEXES) from 2014 and the satellite-based Cassini Compos

ite Infrared Spectrometer (CIRS) from 2000 [3]. We use this data to integrate the 

thermal wind equation and the EQTWE.

3.1 Integration Technique

For Jupiter, we are only interested in the latitudinal velocities, and, for reasons 

discussed in Section (3.3), we work in lnp coordinates; continuing from (2.11), the 

thermal wind equation of interest is

du d \n p d p  g 1 / d T \  
d in p dp dr f T r o \ d X j p

du 
9 In p G ) (- p 9 ) = - ? s s O

d T \  
d X j

du p 1 /  dT'
d \ a p  pT f r 0 \<

du _  R ( d T \  
d l n p  f 0r0 s i n X \ d X j  '
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where we have explicitly displayed the 1/sin A dependence. Similarly, the EQTWE 

in lnp coordinates is

For reference, the constant ~  0.15 ms XK x.’ Joro
To integrate the thermal wind equations, we first regularize the temperature data 

in latitude by applying a cubic spline interpolation to Fletcher’s temperature data. 

The spline in MATLAB is described by “breaks” corresponding to the A—coordinates 

of the input data and “coefs,” which are the coefficients of the cubic polynomials 

on the intervals between the breaks. For instance, on the interval [Ai, A2] with 

coefficients [a, b, c, d], the polynomial is

use finite difference methods to numerically calculate the derivatives for use in the

(3.2)

T{A) =  a(X -  AO3 +  b(\ -  A,)2 +  c(A -  A,) +  d.

With the data splined, we could evaluate the spline at regular intervals and then

thermal wind equations; however, a simpler approach is to differentiate the spline 

first. The first and second derivatives of the spline are

-jr— — 0(A — Ai)3 +  3a(A — Ai)2 +  26(A — Ai) +  c 
oX

^ — 0(A — Ai)3 +  0(A — Ai)2 +  6a(A — Ai) +  2b. 
oX£
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Thus we rearrange and scale the coefficients of the temperature spline in MATLAB, 

creating these first and second derivative splines, then evaluated these splines at 

regular intervals of A A =  1°.

With the derivatives of the temperature in hand, we use the thermal wind equa

tion (3.1) and EQTWE to calculate the wind shear at 10 pressure heights 

Pi, ■ ■ ■ ,Pio from 500 mbar to 1 mbar and at regular intervals of AA =  1°, and from 

the HST data we have the value of the wind speed u at po =  950 mbar,1 which we 

spline and evaluate at the same As. Our integration technique is one suggested by 

Marcus et. al [9], which is to fit parabolas in x =  lnp by first solving

u(x o) =  ax o +  bx0 +  c 

=  2ax\ +  b
du
dx

du
dx

XI

=  2ax2 + b
12

and using the solution to evaluate u(xi), the velocity at p\ =  500 mbar. After this

1950 mbax is the pressure that Marcus et. al use for the cloud layer, which they infer by 
correlating the Galileo probe wind speeds vs. depth at 7.3°N with the HST wind speeds vs. latitude 
at cloud level. This correlat'.on is warranted because the Galileo probe entry occurred near the 
same time as the HST observations.
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first integration, we subsequently solve

u ( x i ) =  a x?  +  b x i +  c 

=  2 aXi +  b
du
dx

du
dx

— 2axi+i +  b
*•+1

for i — 1 , . . . ,  10. As noted by Marcus et. al, fitting parabolas in lnp is equivalent 

to using the trapezoidal rule. Appendix A contains the MATLAB code used to 

perform these calculations.

When integrating the EQTWE we symmetrize the temperature data and skip 

500 mbax as was done in Marcus et. al. They show that the velocity and thermo

dynamic variables at and near the equator are very nearly mirror-symmetric, that 

ignoring the anti-mirror-symmetric component is expected to introduce errors of less 

than 1%, and that symmetrizing the data can reduce numerical errors. Their reason 

for skipping 500 mbar is that it was considered to be too noisy and disproportion

ately affected the velocity profile, a problem we discovered as well. Marcus et. al 

determine the second derivative of the temperature by fitting parabolas of the form 

T(A) =  To +  \T " \2 to the symmetrized temperature data, but for consistency with 

our treatment of the regular thermal wind equation, we use the spline method with 

the addition of symmetrizing the splines.
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3.2 Results and Discussion

The integrated velocity fields using the regular thermal wind equation can be seen 

in Figure (3.2), and the velocity fields calculated using the EQTWE are in Figure

(3.4). When using the regular thermal wind equation and EQTWE, we cut out the 

regions |A| < 10° and |A| > 10°, respectively, according to the approximate domains 

where they are applicable.

Figure 3.2: Velocity fields integrated using CIRS (left) and TEXES (right) temper
ature data and the regular thermal wind equation.

We note that in Figure (3.2) and (3.3) the velocities are very nearly constant 

far from the equator when both the height and data set are varied. This is because 

7or^(f?)p *n ^ e  thermal wind equation is fairly small, and the remaining 1/sinA 

dependence is 0(1) far from the equator but gets large near the equator. The 

temperature data in Figure (3.1) varies between TEXES and CIRS data sets, and
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Figure 3.3: Same graph as Figure (3.2) viewed down the radial (pressure) axis. 
Note that the CIRS velocity field (right) varies more than the TEXES velocities 
(left) from |A| =  10° to 30°, while both are fairly constant for |A| > 30°

Figure 3.4: Velocity fields integrated using the CIRS (left) and TEXES (right) 
temperature data and the equatorial thermal wind equation.

thus presumably the temperatures vary in time, while the winds at large latitudes 

stay constant between the data sets, implying the wind is constant in time. This
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is useful because it suggests that the wind speeds are insensitive to the changes 

in temperature at large latitudes, and thus the high latitude jets may be “deep,”

i.e. extend below the cloud layer as far as the geostrophic approximation holds.

Closer to the equator, the winds are more variable, but there does not appear to 

be a systematic trend; some zones get depressed, some get enhanced, and some ap

pear to switch directions higher in the atmosphere. This is particularly pronounced 

in the case of the CIRS data, whereas the TEXES data does not show much variation 

in wind speeds at all, even up to 10° of the equator.

Integration of the EQTWE results in wildly varying velocity fields that reach up 

to ~  500 ms-1, in contrast to the integration performed by Marcus et. al, in which 

the velocities did not exceed 250 ms-1, as seen in Figure (3.5). This discrepancy 

is due to our use of splines where Marcus et. al used parabolic least squares to 

determine the second derivative of the temperature, but the amount by which our 

results vary is troubling. Nonetheless, the variability between data sets in Figure

(3.4) is not unexpected given the observations of the QQO.

We did not use temperature data from QQO observations, such as those in Figure

(2.2), for integrating the EQTWE because the observations are at extremely low 

pressures (high altitudes), well above the cloud layer where we start our integration 

with known velocities. Fletcher’s temperature data appears to be the only set with 

sufficient range, number, and quality of temperature profiles for use in numerical 

integration of the thermal wind equation with a baseline at 950 mbar.
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Figure 3.5: Velocity profile from Figure 7 in Marcus et. al [9]. The thin red, black, 
and cyan lines are the velocity fields integrated using values of p — 1.2 bar, 950 
mbar, and 680 mbar, respectively, for the cloud layer. The thick black line that 
extends below 1 bar is the zonal velocity profile measured by the Galileo probe.

3.3 How Our Numerical Methods are Wrong, or: How I 

Learned to Stop Worrying and Love The Data

There are multiple ways to integrate the thermal wind equations, as well as many 

sources of error. In this section we briefly discuss why we use our method and 

consider the validity of our results.
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3.3.1 Choice of Integration Coordinate

While the thermal wind equations written in terms of the derivative with respect to 

r vs. p vs. lnp are all mathematically equivalent, the numerical integration of the 

equations in these different forms is far from equivalent. First, we note that it would 

be hard to integrate in r because the derivative of the temperature is at surfaces 

of constant pressure, and the relation between radial extent and pressure is tied up 

in the hydrostatic balance equation |jj =  — pg, another differential equation, the 

solutions of which would be approximate and thus would introduce errors. Between 

pressure and log pressure, the numerical integration is very different because the 

change in the numerical step size is nonlinear; equivalently, fitting a parabola in p 

is very different from fitting a parabola in lnp.

We choose to integrate the equations in lnp because the scaling of the state 

variables in the atmosphere are logarithmic; specifically the scale height of a quantity 

q is given by

where qa refers to the static component of the pressure, temperature, potential 

temperature, or density, and thus lnp is a “natural” coordinate choice.
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3.3.2 Errors in Temperature Data

Until now, we have been sweeping perhaps the biggest concern under the rug: the 

error bars in Figure (3.1). The nature of the uncertainties in the temperature 

data has more of an effect than the size of the uncertainties, so let us consider the 

possibilities:

1. If the uncertainties are entirely systematic, then the temperatures themselves 

will be highly uncertain, but the changes in temperature, and thus the deriva

tive and second derivative, will be precise.

2. If the uncertainties are standard deviations of the mean when longitudinally 

averaging the temperature (but each individual measurement is precise), then 

the uncertainties may not be of concern because the thermal wind equations 

describe the statistically steady flow, i.e. the mean, and are not concerned 

with the deviations from that. In other words the temperatures may varv due 

to the nonlinearity of the flow, but our analysis is concerned with the steady 

state around which the nonlinearities fluctuate. That said, if the standard 

deviations are very large, then the thermal wind approach may not be valid, 

as it assumes some level of statistical stability.

3. If the uncertainties in the temperature are entirely random for each measure 

ment, i.e. “equipment” random, then the uncertainties in the derivative and 

second derivative of the temperature will only be worse.
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It may be that (2) and (3) are functionally equivalent, but we entertain the difference 

for completeness.

In their caption for for the temperature profiles, Fletcher et. al state that the 

error bars “represent retrieval uncertainties, comprising random measurement er

ror, smoothing error and degeneracies. Systematic calibration uncertainties are not 

included in these error bars.” [3] The best case scenario of purely systematic un

certainties is thus not the case. The amounts that randomness, smoothing, and 

degeneracies contribute to the error bars is not discussed directly, although regard

ing randomness, Fletcher et. al note that they calculate the standard deviation in 

the measurements of the sky behind Jupiter as well as the standard deviation of the 

longitudinally averaged temperatures and use the more conservative of the two for 

their estimate of the random uncertainty for each spectral band. They also note 

that the standard deviation is smallest where the atmosphere is most transparent, 

and thus the 500 mbar measurements are the most error prone.

Assuming the worst about the uncertainties in the temperature, our integration 

of the regular thermal wind equation is suspect and our integration of the EQTWE 

is swimming in error. Numerically, second derivatives are always more uncertain 

than first derivatives and requires very high quality data to be trustworthy. We are 

not convinced that the temperature data is of high enough quality to quantitatively 

trust our results, but the method of parabolic least squares fitting of the symmetrized 

temperature data used by Marcus et. al in [9] may reduce random errors sufficiently
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enough to trust their results. However, their method ignores real fluctuations in 

latitude and produces a single velocity vs. pressure curve at the equator by fitting 

data from ±10° around the equator.
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Chapter 4 

Conclusion and Future Work

In this thesis we numerically integrated the regular and equatorial thermal wind 

equations to obtain mean zonal velocity fields above the cloud layer near and far 

from the equator. We found that far from the equator the zonal velocity at a fixed 

latitude are relatively constant in height and time, suggesting that the velocity at 

the cloud layer extends radially as far as the geostrophic approximation holds. Near 

the equator we found that the temperature and velocity fields fluctuate in height and 

time, as has been observed in the case of the temperature viz. the QQO, although 

we believe our results are full of noise and thus should be treated qualitatively due 

to the presence of the error-exacerbating second derivative of the temperature in 

the EQTWE.

Our results suggest that simulations of the atmosphere at latitudes >  30° should 

expect relatively constant zonal wind speeds to extend above the cloud layer and 

possibly below it, which can be used as a rubric for simulations that explore various
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types of convective forcing and radiative damping. Concerning the atmosphere 

neax the equator, we would like to perform or see others perform high resolution 

equatorial simulations that extend into the stratosphere to explore the nature of the 

quasiquadrennial oscillation. Given that the winds at the cloud layer appear to be 

relatively stable, simulations exploring the QQO could use the cloud layer winds as 

boundary conditions.

What we would like more than simulations is more data below the cloud layer 

from in situ probes. To determine whether the jets are deep or shallow, we suggest a 

probe enter an average region of the atmosphere at mid-latitudes, as opposed to a hot 

spot near the equator. However, we recognize that this type of mission is extremely 

expensive. A more realistic endeavor is to perform more infrared measurements 

that probe the temperature as close to the cloud layer as possible, ideally at regular 

intervals, to decrease statistical errors and to better monitor the QQO profile from 

cloud layer to stratosphere.
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Appendix A: MATLAB code

The MATLAB script makeTempSplines .m:

Temperature data in arrays of shape (N,2), the first column contains the 
7, latitudes and the second column contains the temperatures.

'/. spline the data 
T1 = spline(TEXAS.lmbar(:,1) 
T2 = spline(TEXAS_2mbar(:,1) 
T5 = spline(TEXAS_5mbar(:,1) 
T10 = spline(TEXAS.1Ombar(:, 
T100 = spline(TEXAS.100mbar( 
T220 = spline(TEXAS_220mbar( 
T330 = spline(TEXAS_330mbar( 
T500 = spline(TEXAS_500mbar(

♦pi/180, TEXAS.lmbar(:,2)) 
*pi/180, TEXAS_2mbar(:,2)) 
*pi/180, TEXAS_5mbar(:,2)) 
l)*pi/180, TEXAS_lOmbar(:,2));
:,l)*pi/180, TEXAS.1OOmbar(:,2)) 
: .D+pi/180, TEXAS_220mbar(: ,2)) 
:,l)*pi/180, TEXAS_330mbar(:,2)) 
:,l)*pi/180, TEXAS_500mbar(:,2))

/. make copies of splines 
dTl=Tl; 
dT2=T2 
dT5=T5 
dT10=T10; 
dT100=T100; 
dT220=T220; 
dT330=T330; 
dT500=T500;
'/, rearrange coefficients to make first derivative splines
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dTl.coefs=dTl.coefs(:,[4 1 2 3]). * [ 0 3 2 1] 1
dT2.coef s=dT2.coef s (:,[4 1 2 3]). * [ 0 3 2 1] 1
dT5.coefs=dT5.coefs(:,[4 1 2 3]). * [ 0 3 2 1] 9
dT10.coefs=dT10.coefs(:, [4 1 2 3]) .*[0 3 2 l];
dT100.coefs=dT100.coefs(:,[4 1 2 3]) .*[0 3 2 1]
dT220.coefs=dT220.coefs(:,[4 1 2 3]) .*[0 3 2 1]
dT330.coefs=dT330.coefs(:, [4 1 2 3]) .*[0 3 2 1]
dT500.coefs=dT500.coefs(:,[4 1 2 3]) .*[0 3 2 1]

'/, make copies of splines
ddTl=Tl;
ddT2=T2;
ddT5=T5;
ddT10=T10;
ddT100=T100;
ddT220=T220;
ddT330=T330;
ddT500=T500;
'/. rearrange coefficients to make second derivative splines 
ddTl.coefs=ddTl.coefs(:,[4 3 1 2]).*[0 0 6 2]; 
ddT2.coefs=ddT2.coefs(:,[4 3 1 2]).*[0 0 6 2]; 
ddT5.coefs=ddT5.coefs(:,[4 3 1 2]).*[0 0 6 2]; 
ddTIO.coefs=ddT10.coefs(:,[4 3 1 2]).*[0 0 6 2]; 
ddTlOO.coefs=ddT100.coefs(:,[4 3 1 2]).*[0 0 6 2]; 
ddT220.coefs=ddT220.coefs(:,[4 3 1 2]).*[0 0 6 2]; 
ddT330.coefs=ddT330.coefs(:,[4 3 1 2]).*[0 0 6 2]; 
ddT500.coefs=ddT500.coefs(:,[4 3 1 2]).*[0 0 6 2];

The MATLAB script loopin.m :
'/. The pressure domain, In (pressure in Pa) 
pres=log(100*[950 500 330 220 100 10 5 2 1]);
'/, Let’s choose a theta domain... -60 to 60 degrees latitude 
xx=-60:1:60; 
xx=xx*pi/180;
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'/, idealGasR: the idea gas constant R for jupiter, Pa nT3 / (kg K) (i.e. SI) 
idealGasR = 100000 / (165 * 0.16);
7. rO: Jupiter’s equatorial radius at 1 bar 
rO = 71492 * 10~3;
*/. fO: 2 0mega_0, where 0mega_0 is the rotational rate of Jupiter 
fO = 2 * (2 * pi / (9.925 * 60 * 60));

myConst = idealGasR,/rO./fO;

'/. Initialize the array to hold the velocities 
Vels=zeros(length(xx).length(pres));
'/, Velocity at "950 mbar from Lavega (HST)
'/. Note the conversion from degrees to radians 
cloudvels=load(’HST_vels.txt’); 
cloudvels(:,l)=cloudvels(:,l)*pi/180;
Vels(:,l)=spline(cloudvels(:,1),cloudvels(:,2),xx);

load(’TftdT.mat’)
'/, note that we don’t have deriv @ 950, so this list seems "shifted"
*/. compared to other lists; Vels(:,2) and dTs(l) corresond with velocities
V, and derivatives at 500 mbar.
dTs=[dT500 dT330 dT220 dT100 dTIO dT5 dT2 dTl];

'/, Coeficients of the parabolic fits 
aa=zeros(length(xx).length(pres)-l); 
bb=zeros(length(xx),length(pres)-l); 
cc=zeros(length(xx).length(pres)-1);

'/, Initial fit matches v at 950, deriv at 500, deriv at 330 
myMat=[[pres(l)."2, pres(l), 1]; [2*pres(2), 1, 0]; [2*pres(3), 1, 0]]; 
derivl=myConst./sin(xx).*ppval(dTs(l),xx); 
deriv2=myConst./sin(xx).*ppval(dTs(2),xx); 
for ii=l:length(xx)
temp = myMat \ [Vels(ii,l); derivl(ii); deriv2(ii)];
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aa(ii,l)=temp(l); 
bb(ii,l)=temp(2); 
cc(ii,l)=temp(3); 
end
Vels(:,2) = aa(:,1).*pres(2).“2 + bb(:,1).*pres(2) + cc(:,l);

'/, Next one matches value at 500, deriv at 500, deriv at 330 

for j j =2:8
myMat=[[pres(j j).~2, pres(jj), 1]; [2*pres(jj), 1, 0]; [2*pres(jj+1), 1, 0]] 
'/, dTs at jj-1 because it’s "shifted" to the left one index (i.e.
*/, because we don't have derivatives at 950) 
derivl=myConst./sin(xx).*ppval(dTs(jj-1),xx); 
deriv2=myConst./sin(xx).*ppval(dTs(jj),xx);

for ii=l:length(xx)
temp = myMat \ [Vels(ii,jj); derivl(ii); deriv2(ii)];
aa(ii,jj)=temp(l);
bb(ii,jj)=temp(2);
cc(ii,jj)=temp(3);
end

VelsC:,jj+1) = aa(: ,jj) .*pres(jj+l) .'‘2 + bb(:, j j) . *pres(j j+1) + cc(:,jj); 
end

[Z,X]=meshgrid(pres,180/pi*xx);
CutVels=Vels;
CutVels(abs(X)<10)=CutVels(abs(X)<10)*NaN;

The MATLAB script loopinEQTWE.m:
*/. Using deriv at 500, or skipping that? 
using500=false;

load(’T&dT&ddT.mat’)
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note that we don't have deriv @ 950, so this list seems "shifted"
*/. compared to other lists - EQVels(:,2) and ddTs(l) corresond with velocities 
*/. and derivatives at 500 mbar.

V, Set up the pressure domain, In (pressure in Pa) , and the derivs of T 
if using500
pres=log(100*[950 500 330 220 100 10 5 2 1]); 
ddTs=[ddT500 ddT330 ddT220 ddTlOO ddTIO ddT5 ddT2 ddTl]; 
else
pres=log(100*[950 330 220 100 10 5 2 1]); 
ddTs=[ddT330 ddT220 ddTlOO ddTIO ddT5 ddT2 ddTl]; 
end

7. Let’s choose a theta domain... -60 to 60 degrees latitude
xx=-60:1:60;
xx=xx*pi/180;

*/. idealGasR - the idea gas constant R for jupiter, Pa m~3 / (kg K) (i.e. SI) 
idealGasR = 100000 / (165 * 0.16);
*/. rO - Jupiter’s equatorial radius at 1 bar 
rO = 71492 * 10“3;
7. fO - 2 0mega_0, where 0mega_0 is the rotational rate of Jupiter 
fO = 2 * (2 * pi / (9.925 * 60 * 60));

myConst = idealGasR./rO./fO;

*/. Initialize the array to hold the velocities 
EQVels=zeros(length(xx).length(pres));
7, Velocity at "950 mbar from Lavega (HST)
% Note the conversion from degrees to radians 
cloudvels=load(’HST_vels.txt’); 
cloudvels(:,l)=cloudvels(:,l)*pi/180;
EQVels(:,l)=spline(cloudvels(:,1),cloudvels(:,2),xx);

7. Coeficients of the parabo lie fits
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aa=zeros(length(xx).length(pres)-1); 
bb=zeros(length(xx).length(pres)-1); 
cc=zeros(length(xx),length(pres)-l);

'/, Initial fit matches v at 950, deriv at 500, deriv at 330.
*/. (Unless we're skipping 500, naturally, then it does deriv at 330 and 
'/, deriv at 220)
myMat=[[pres(l).“2, pres(l), 1]; [2*pres(2), 1, 0]; [2*pres(3), 1, 0]];
'/. derivatives are symmetrized at this step
derivl=myConst.*(ppval(ddTs(l),xx)./2 + ppval(ddTs(l),-xx)./2 ); 
deriv2=myConst.*(ppval(ddTs(2),xx)./2 + ppval(ddTs(2),-xx)./2);
'/, derivl=myConst. *ppval(ddTs(l) ,xx) ;
'/, deriv2=myConst. *ppval (ddTs (2) , xx) ; 
for ii=l:length(xx)
temp = myMat \ [EQVels(ii,1); derivl(ii); deriv2(ii)];
aa(ii,l)=temp(l);
bb(ii,l)=temp(2);
cc(ii,l)=temp(3);
end
EQVels(:,2) = aa(:,1).*pres(2).“2 + bb(:,1).*pres(2) + cc(:,l);

'/, Next one matches value at 500, deriv at 500, deriv at 330 
'/, (Unless we’re skipping 500, naturally... You get the idea)

for jj=2:length(pres)-1
myMat=[[pres(jj).“2, pres(jj), 1]; [2*pres(jj), 1, 0]; [2*pres(jj+1), 1, 0]]; 
'/. ddTs at j j—1 because it’s "shifted" to the left one index (i e 
'/, because we don’t have derivatives at 950)
'/. derivatives are symmetrized at this step
derivl=myConst.*(ppval(ddTs(jj-1),xx)./2 + ppval(ddTs(jj—1),-xx)./2); 
deriv2=myConst.*(ppval(ddTs(jj),xx)./2 + ppval(ddTs(jj),-xx)./2);
'/. derivl=myConst.*ppval(ddTs(jj-1) ,xx) ;
'/. deriv2=myConst. *ppval(ddTs( j j) ,xx) ;

for ii=l:length(xx)
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temp = myMat \ [EQVelsCii,jj); derivl(ii); deriv2(ii)];
aa(ii,jj)=temp(l);
bb(ii,jj)=temp(2);
cc(ii,jj)=temp(3);
end

EQVels(:,jj+l) = aa(:,jj).*pres(jj+1).“2 + bb(:,jj).*pres(jj+1) + cc(:,jj) 
end

[Z,X]=meshgrid(pres,180/pi*xx);
CutEQVels=EQVels;
CutEQVels(abs(X)>10)=CutEQVels(abs(X)>10)*NaN;


